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In this work we have analysed the elastic scattering of ~ 1 GeV and 
0.8 GeV protons on ^He, ^^C/^^^0, ^°Ca, ^^Ni,^°Zr,-and ^°^Pb within the 
framework of the Coulomb modified correlation expansion for the Glauber 
amphtude with two body correlations as a leading correction to the first 
term which considers all orders of scattering but no correlations. Our main 
motivation is to see how far the consideration of higher momentum trans-
fer components of the basic (input) NN amplitude, which were not given 
its due consideration in the existing Glauber model analyses, influence the 
proton-nucleus elastic scattering observables at energies under consideration. 
Another point of our interest is the phenomenological discussion of the phase 
variation in the NN amplitude, which has been included in the present cal-
culations following the approach of Franco and Yin[l]. Moreover, attempt 
has also been made to have some better understanding of the NN amplitude. 
Finally, our analysis also sheds some light on the behaviour of the neutron 
density distributions in the nuclear interior region. 
In the first part of our calculations, we parametrize the spin-dependent 
NN amplitude(SNN), which can successfully describe the NN scattering ob-
servables at ~ 1 GeV and 0.8 GeV up to the available momentum trans-
fer region; The choice of SNN is based on the (spin-independent) Sugar-
Blankenbecler[2] eikonal expansion for elastic two-particle scattering T- ma-
trix which is valid for a wide range of angles. 
Having obtained the values of the parameters of SNN, we consider the 
second part of our calculations, in which we analyse the diff'erential cross 
section and polarization of ~ 1 GeV protons on "^He, ^ ^C, ^^O, ^°Ca, ^^Ni, 
^^Zr, and '^^^Pb. It is found that our amphtude (SNN) provides a remarkable 
improvement over the generally used one term Gaussian parametrization of 
the NN amlitude [3,4] in the case of polarization, while the results for differ-
ential cross section remain unaltered. This clearly indicates the importance 
of a proper choice of the NN amplitude, that takes into account its higher 
momentum transfer components, in any realistic study of the proton-nucleus 
scattering data. 
As regards the effects of phase variation in the NN amphtude, we find that 
a global phase variation provides only a slight improvement over the results 
with a constant phase. However, if we assume different phase variations^ 
in the central-, and spin-dependent parts of the NN amphtude, then, we 
find that the situation in the case of polarization improves further while the 
results for differential cross section show only slight improvement at high 
q-values. This shows that the proton-nucleus elastic scattering observables 
depend sensitively on the assumed large q behaviour of the free NN scattering 
amphtude. Ignoring the medium effects, which are expected to be small in 
the energy region of our interest, an implication of this observation is that 
among the equally acceptable parametrizations of the free NN amplitude, 
the one that gives the best results for p-^He scattering observables, might be 
better suited for the analysis of the proton scattering data on other target 
nuclei. 
Thus we consider it worthwhile to analyse the proton scattering data that 
includes a wide range of target nuclei, and possibly more (equivalent) choices 
of the parametrization of the NN amphtude, so that we could find out which 
is the better choice of the NN amphtude. Keeping this in mind, we, then 
present the second part of our calculations in which we analyse the elastic 
scattering observables for ~ 1 GeV and 0.8 GeV protons on ^i/e, ^^C, ^^O, 
'^'^Ca, ^^Ni, ^^Zr, and ^°^P6, invoking different parametrizations of the NN 
amplitude, which provide an equivalently good account of the elastic NN 
scattering observables. It is found that the proton-nucleus elastic scattering 
at ~ 1 GeV and 0.8 GeV could provide a test to assess the better form of the 
NN amplitude. Moreover, it is observed that of the assumed parametrizations 
^Here it may be noted that the phase variations in the central-, and spin-dependent 
parts of the NN amplitude are treated as parameters, and their values are obtained by 
fitting the NN scattering observables at the desired energy. As a matter of fact, our NN 
amplitude(129) without any phase variation, and with different phase variations in the 
central-, and the spin-dependent parts become two different forms of the NN amplitude 
which provide equally good description of NN scattering observables at the desired energy. 
of the NN amplitude, the one that gives the best results for p-^if e scattering, 
also suits for other target nuclei. 
Finally, we made an attempt to discuss qualitatively the behaviour of 
neutron density distribution in the nuclear interior region. For this the pa-
rameters of the neutron density distribution, keeping the parameters of the 
proton density distribution same as obtained from the electron scattering 
experiments, are varied up to the extent of getting an over all good account 
of the proton-nucleus scattering data. It is found that the different density 
distributions for protons and neutrons in the interior region of the nuclear 
matter push the theory closer to the experiment, and the results are quite 
satisfactory up to the available range of momentum transfer. 
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chapter I 
Introduction 
During the period 1953-1957, a considerable amount of work[l-4] has been 
carried out on high energy electron scattering at Stanford University, and the 
advantages of high energy electrons to study nuclear structure have also been 
pointed out. These advantages stem from the fact that the incident electron 
interacts with the target nucleus through the well known and relatively weak 
electromagnetic interaction and that, for light nuclei, the electron-nucleus 
scattering is reasonably well described by the first Born approximation. Un-
fortunately, for medium and heavy nuclei, this procedure fails. As is well 
known, the first Born approximation is equivalent to considering both the 
incident and diffracted waves as plane waves. Actually, the waves are dis-
torted by the intense nuclear electromagnetic field, so that they can no longer 
be considered plane waves. Per heps an equivalent way of saying this is that 
the first Born approximation amounts to a single scattering in the force field, 
while the exact scattering depends on a plurality of scatterings in the same 
force field. More conclusively Yennie, Ravenhall, and Wilson[l,2], Brenner, 
Brown, and Elton[5], and Elizabeth Urey Baranger[6] have shown that, for 
most nuclear models of medium and heavy elements, the exact elastic scat-
tering cross sections departed markedly from those furnished by the Born 
approximation. There appear to be two principal types of discrepancies. 
First, the Born approximation calculation shows zeros into the form factors, 
while the accurate calculations show minima rather than true zeroes. In the 
second place, radii determined from the Born approximation are, in general, 
larger than those obtained with exact calculations. This may be made plau-
sible by noticing the fact that the de Broglie wave of the incident electron 
appears to be shorter inside the nuclear electric force field than it is when 
free. The Born approximation does not take this fact into account. Since 
all lengths are measured by the electrons in the units of A/27r, the nucleus 
appears larger in the Born approximation, where A/27r is not affected by 
the nuclear field, than in the exact case. In any case, it is established that 
the application of the first Born approximation to elastic scattering provides 
a most valualilc tool for analyzing electron scattering by light nuclei and 
is of qualitative value in discussing heavier nuclei. However, if we do not 
look into the details of describing the electron scattering experiments, one 
thing is clear that the electron scattering cross sections for a given nucleus 
are directly related to its spatial charge distribution. In the low momentum 
transfer region this cross section is dominated by the monopole scattering, 
and within the first Born approximation it is proportional to a form factor 
which is the Fourier transform of the charge distribution. Thus we note that 
the results of electron scattering experiments contain valuable information on 
the distribution of the nuclear charge density. This, therefore, makes it very 
clear that despite the fact that the electron scattering could provide useful 
findings about the distribution of protons, one may not use this probe to in-
vestigate (directly) other situations such as the matter density distributions 
and nuclear many-body correlations. 
Serber[7] has long been argued that medium and high energy hadron scat-
tering experiments could be more useful for investigating the structure of nu-
clei, as the hadrons, in contrast to electromagnetic probes, interact strongly 
with both the protons and neutrons inside the nucleus, and, moreover, the 
momentum transfer involved is fairly large. Thus, the analyses of these ex-
periments are expected to shed light on such interesting questions as the 
distribution of neutrons, the two-body and higher order nuclear correlations, 
and the range of validity of a nuclear model. 
In the hope of discovering more about the structure of nuclei, the Brook-
haven group[8], about four decades ago, performed some very interesting scat-
tering experiments with 1 GeV proton beams. These were followed by high 
resolution experiments form the Saclay[9], and the Leningrad[10,11] groups 
which not only covered a larger momentum transfer region but also a wider 
spectrum of target nuclei. Around the same time, the UCLA group[12,13] 
had also entered race and we had an impressive array of medium energy pro-
ton scattering data in the energy range 0.5 to about 1.5 GeV on a number 
of target nuclei. 
On the theoretical front, the microscopic descrijition of the Glauber for-
malism[14] (described in detail in Chapter 2) provides a fairly successful tool 
for analysing the hadron-nucleus scattering data at medium and high ener-
gies. One of the attractive features of the Glauber formalism is that it con-
nects the directly measurable (free) hadron-nucleon scattering amplitude to 
hadron-nucleus one in the mathematically tractable way. In the GeV range, 
the first widely known elastic scattering experiment of protons on deuteron 
was carried out by Bennett et al.[15] and was subsequently interpreted by 
Franco and Glauber[16] using Glauber multiple scattering theory. It was 
found that when realistic wave function for deuteron including the D-state 
is considered, the prediction of theory agrees well with experiment in both 
the smaller and large momentum transfer regions. A similar situation was 
discovered by Alberi and Bertocchi[17] for pion scattering at 895 MeV/c. In 
this case, too, inclusion of quadrupole effects in the target ground state leads 
to a remarkable good agreement between theory and experiment. Further 
application[18] of Glauber theory to p — ^ ^ C and p—^^0 scattering at 1 GeV 
shows that whereas the independent particle model with (spherical) oscillator 
wave function predicts the elastic differential cross section for ^^O extremely 
well, it fails to do so for p —^'^ C scattering. For the latter the height of 
the secondary meixima in the calculated differential cross section turns out 
to be much larger than the observed one. Wilkin[19] had observed a similar 
situation for pion scattering at intermediate energies. In this case, too, the 
TT^ — ^ ^O data is fitted nicely but the calculated secondary maxima of TT" — ^ ^C 
turns out to be consistently higher. In view of the previously described suc-
cess of Glauber theory(when realistic description for the ground state of the 
target is used), the results for ^^C are not totally unexpected: Owing to the 
deformation the (spherical) oscillator wave function provides but only a poor 
description of the ground state of ^^C. One is therefore justified in believing 
that the Glauber model holds good in the angular region explored and the 
discrepancy between theory and experiment could be removed by having an 
appropriate description of the ground state of the target. 
The availability of extensive experimental results on intermediate en-
ergy proton scattering from nuclei by the Saclay[9] and the Laningrad[10,ll] 
groups has motivated many authors to analyse these data. Of these, the 
work of Auger and Lombard [20] on elastic scattering and that of Brissaud et 
al.[21] on inelastic scattering on ^^C, ^^Ni, and ^°^P6 were mainly devoted 
to test the theoretical microscopic densities against the experiments. The 
calculations of Alexander and Rinat[22] for the same nuclei have provided 
only a qualitative description of both the elastic and inelastic scattering data, 
thereby making it unrealistic to draw any worthwhile conclusion. The analy-
ses of Starodubsky and Domchenkov[23] for *^C and that of Starodubsky[24] 
for the other nuclei based on the collective model were very encouraging, but 
weak in some important respect. For example, while calculating the elastic 
differential cross section for ^^C, although the effect of the deformation has 
been included, an effect of the same order coming from correlations other 
than those responsible for the deformation has been neglected. Moreover, 
the Coulomb scattering, which is quite important for the intermediate and 
heavy mass nuclei, has also not been considered in these analyses. Around 
the same time, Ahmad [25] has analysed the elastic and inelastic scattering of 
1 GeV protons on ^^C, ^^K, '^^^'^^Ca, ^^Ni, and ^°^Pb within the framework 
of the phase function expansion approach of Glauber theory. The collec-
tive excitation to one-phonon levels are treated using the Tassie Vibrational 
Model[26] under the adiabatic approximation; effect of both the coupling be-
tween the elastic and inelastic channels and the two-body correlations in the 
intrinsic state have been considered. Taking the ground state and transition 
densities for the proton from electron scattering experiments and making 
some appropriate assumptions for the neutron densities, a better fit to the 
data, as compared to the earlier analyses, were obtained. The analysis has 
also indicated that the density distributions for protons and neutrons in '^^Ca 
and ^°^P6 are different. 
As we have pointed out, the Glauber multiple scattering model allows the 
microscopic description of the nucleon-nucleus scattering in terms of nucleon-
nucleon(NN) elastic scattering amplitude. In the early scattering calculations 
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by means of the Glauber model, the simple Gaussian parametrization for the 
NN ampliude 
fMo) = ^ ( 1 - ^p)e-''''^' (1) 
has been extensively used. Here k is the incident momentum in the NN 
centre-of-mass(c.m.) system, a is the NN total cross section, qis the momen-
tum transfer, p is the ratio of the real to the imaginary parts of the forward 
amplitude /A/NCO), and /?^ is the slope parameter. This amplitude assumes a 
constant phase at all the values of q^. It was found that the Glauber model 
calculations with the proper values of the parameters of NN amplitude(l) 
could satisfactorily reproduce the proton-nucleus differential cross section 
data up to the moderately large momentum transfer[27-30], and the results 
clearly demonstrate the usefulness of intermediate energy protons for investi-
gating the nuclear structure, in which an important information is furnished 
regarding the matter density distributions. From a theoretical point of view, 
many authors[30-33] have studied the successive corrections to the Glauber 
amplitude to extract more microscopic details about the target nuclei. One 
such corrections which has been studied by Harrington and Varma[34] con-
cerns the contribution of the two-body correlations to proton scattering. By 
expressing the nuclear density in terms of one-body density, two-, three- , 
and many-body correlation functions, the authors[34] have studied the effect 
of the two-body correlation term only using the oscillator model for the tar-
get. The results of their analysis show that these correlations are important 
enough to be taken in any realistic study of the proton scattering data. How-
ever, definite conclusions regarding the two-body correlations could not be 
made since the analysis[34] (i) did not take into account the spin-dependence 
of the basic (input) NN amplitude, and (ii) the pair correlation function is 
constructed in terms of the oscillator wave function which is not always ad-
equate for realistic descriptions of nuclei. Keeping in view the limitations 
of tliG above mentioned analysis, Khan[35] analysed the elastic differential 
cross section and polarization of ~ 1 GeV protons on '^He and ^^C using the 
correlation expansion for the Glauber amplitude by retaining terms up to 
three-body density only. The calculations include Coulomb and spin effects. 
Using realistic form factors for target nuclei, it was found that one needs to 
consider only up to the second-order density term to provide a satisfactory 
explanation of both kinds of experimental data in the available momentum 
transfer region. The contribution of the three-body density term is found 
to be marginal except in '^He differential cross section at high momentum 
transfers. 
The experimental situation has improved considerably since. We now 
have sufficient data on proton-nucleus differential cross section and polariza-
tion with good accuracies, which not only cover a large momentum transfer 
but also include a variety of target nuclei[36,37]. From theoretical point of 
view, it seems at first that the Glauber model may not be a proper choice 
for studying the experimental data at large momentum transfers, as its for-
mulation is limited to high energy and small momentum transfers. However, 
once we accept that the low energy limit and the high momentum transfer 
range is not very well defined in the Glauber model, it seems reasonable 
to use this model at large momentum transfer also, provided its basic in-
gredient(NN amplitude) reproduces the available NN scattering observables 
nicely at the corresponding energy, and the target nuclei are represented by 
realistic form factors. Unfortunately, the NN amplitude(l) fails to reproduce 
the NN differential cross section data up to the available range of momen-
tum transfer[38]. Therefore, our main focus in this work is to improve upon 
the NN amplitude and see if the situation at large momentum transfers in 
proton-nucleus scattering could be better understood in terms of a better 
choice of the NN amplitude. In this context, it is worth mentioning that 
an effort has already been made[39] in which the authors, using the (spin-
independent) Sugar-Blankenbecler eikonal expansion for the T-matrix[40], 
obtained an expression for the elastic two-particle scattering T-matrix valid 
in a wide range of angles. Using this expression, they have also introduced a 
Gaussian parametrization of the NN amplitude which successfully describes 
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the elastic pp differential cross section data at ~ 1 GeV for a wide range of 
angles. The NN amplitude so obtained is used by Antonov et al.[38] to study 
the elastic scattering of 1.04 GeV protons on '^^Ca within the framework of 
the Glauber model. It is found that the use of such an NN amplitude not only 
affects the large momentum transfer region, but also the region around the 
first diffraction minimum. This clearly indicates the importance of a better 
choice of the NN amplitude in any realistic study of the proton-nucleus scat-
tering data within the framework of the Glauber model. However, definite 
conclusions regarding the above mentioned NN amplitude can not be made 
since the analysis[38] does not take into account (i) the spin-dependence of 
the NN amplitude, and (ii) the nuclear many-body correlations which may 
be important in the Glauber model calculations due to the involvement of 
the multiple scatterings. Thus, keeping in view the limitations of the above 
mentioned analysis, and the demand of the available proton-nucleus scatter-
ing data at intermediate energies, it seems important to pay attention on the 
(spin-dependent) parametrization of the NN amplitude, consistent with the 
available NN scattering observables, and work within the framework of the 
Glauber model with nuclear many-body correlations to be able to get more 
reliable information about the elementary NN amplitude. 
Another point of our interest, in this work, is the phenomenological dis-
cussion of the phase variation in the NN amplitude, which has drawn consid-
erable interest in the past[37,41-44]. This is mainly due to the failure of the 
Glauber model to reproduce the differential cross section in the high momen-
tum transfer region[41] with the amplitude(l). Long ago, Franco and Yin[41] 
showed that introducing a global phase variation in the NN amplitude signif-
icantly improves the Glauber model calculations of a elastic scattering from 
light nuclei at the incident momentum 1.75 (GeV/c)/nucleon in the region 
of high momentum transfer. They introduced a phase variation proportional 
to q'^ by setting /?^ in equation(l) to be complex, 
P''^P^ + ij, (2) 
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and treating the 7 as a free parameter. The other three parameters a, p, and 
/9^ were all obtained from NN scattering measurements. Auger, Lombard 
, and their coUaborators[42,43] have also demonstrated that such a phase 
variation helps in improving the calculations of the spin observables of p-
^He elastic scattering at 800 MeV. Later, Ahmad and Alvi[44] argued that 
a phase variation in the NN amplitude is in fact a direct consequence of 
a non-zero value of the parameter p in amplitude (1). Moreover, they also 
removed the ambiguity in the sign of 7 and suggested that its value is positive 
and is not as large as required for fitting the a scattering data. Following 
these works, Wenying and Youyan[37] performed calculations for p-^^0 and 
p-^'^Ca differential cross section, polarization and spin-rotation function at 
800 MeV within the framework of the Glauber model. These authors also 
found that the introduction of a global phase in the NN amplitude improves 
the theoretical findings. 
Based on the (spin-independent) Sugar-Blankenbecler eikonal expansion 
for T-matrix[40], we, in this work, propose to parametrize the (spin-dependent) 
NN amplitude(SNN), which can successfully describe the pp and pn elastic 
scattering observables at 800 MeV and ~ 1 GeV up to the available mo-
mentum transfer region. Following Franco and Yin[41], a phase variation in 
the SNN can be introduced by multiplying it with the phase factor e'^^'^ ^^, 
which, in general, can not be obtained directly from the NN scattering mea-
surements. To test the usefulness of SNN with a phase variation, we first 
present the analysis of the elastic differential cross section and polarization 
of ~ 1 GeV protons on "^ He, ^^C, i^O, ^°Ca, ^^Ni, ^"Zr, and ^ospb. The analy-
sis is based upon the correlation expansion for the Glauber amplitude[45], the 
first term of which considers all orders of scatterings (with no correlations) 
while the others depend successively upon the two-, three-, and many-body 
densities (correlations) of the target nucleus. In the following, we content 
ourselves by considering up to the two-body density term, which is found to 
be the leading correction term[35] to the (uncorrelated)first term. It is found 
that the use of SNN, in comparison with the usually parametrized one-term 
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amplitude(l), improves the agreement with the experimental data. As re-
gards the effects of phase variation in the NN amphtude, we find that a global 
phase variation provides only a slight improvement over the results with a 
constant phase. However, if we allow different phases in the central-, and 
spin-dependent parts of the NN amplitude, the agreement with the polar-
ization data improves further without affecting the differential cross section 
results. More specifically, we have shown that the proton-nucleus elastic 
scattering observables depend sensitively on the assumed large q behaviour 
of the free NN scattering amplitude. Furthermore, it has also been noticed 
that different parametrizations of the NN amplitude, which provide an equiv-
alently good description of the available elastic NN scattering data, do not 
give equally good description of the proton-nucleus scattering data. Ignoring 
the medium effects, which are expected to be small in the energy region of 
our interest, an implication of this observation is that of all the equally ac-
ceptable parametrizations of the free NN amphtude, the one that gives the 
best results for p-^i/e elastic scattering observables, might be most suitable 
for analysing the proton scattering data on other target nuclei. Thus, there 
is a need of the proton scattering data that includes a wide range of target 
nuclei at different incident energies, and possibly more(equivalent) choices of 
the parametrizations of the NN amplitude. It is in this spirit that, in the 
present work, we also include the analysis of the elastic scattering of 0.8 and 
- 1 GeV protons on ^He, ^^C, ^^O, ^^Ca, ^^Ni, ^°Zr, and ^^^Pb with differ-
ent equally good parametrizations of the NN amplitude. The results of this 
analysis show that the proton-nucleus collision could provide a test to know 
which is the better choice of the NN amplitude. The analysis also considers 
the possibility of extracting some additional information about the matter 
density distributions. 
Briefly the contents of the thesis are as follows: In chapter 2, wc de-
scribe Glauber multiple scattering theory which forms the basis of the present 
analysis . Chapter 3 consists of two parts. In the first part, we discuss the 
parametrization of the (spin-dependent) NN amplitude, as proposed, and the 
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second part presents a review of the correlation expansion for the Glauber 
amplitude. The numerical results are presented and discussed in chapter 4. 
In chapter 5, we present the summary of the present work. 
chapter 2 
Cikonal description of 
nuclear scattering at 





Generally speaking, three classes of approximation methods are employed 
in quantum mechanics to handle complex problems. These are: perturba-
tion method, variational method and semi-classical method. Perturbation 
method produces series expansion for quantities of interest in powers of a 
variable which specifies the departure of the given problem from an exactly 
soluble case. For example, in scattering problems the scattering amplitude 
is expanded in powers of the strength of the potential, giving the well known 
Born series. Variational method produces the best estimate out of a given 
class of trial solutions. Semi-classical approximation is used in situations in-
volving large quantum numbers or when the de Broglie wavelength associated 
with the relative motion is much smaller than the characteristic dimensions 
of the system. More precisely semi-classical methods are used to obtain ex-
pressions for wave functions and other quantities of interest which are correct 
in the limiting case where Planck's constant is small in comparision with the 
action functions occuring in the corresponding classical problem. 
The semi-classical method for quantum scattering problem assumes a 
rather simple form in the domain of medium and high energies where it 
may be safely assumed that the projectile follows a straight line trajectory 
within the interaction region. This straight line or the eikonal approach has 
been extensively studied and developed for medium and high energy nuclear 
scattering by Glauber and others[14,46] and is known in the literature as the 
Glauber model. 
In the following we will mainly deal with the eikonal description or the 
Glauber model for nuclear scattering at medium and high energies. We will 
first consider high energy potential scattering to derive a simple expression 
for the elastic scattering amplitude in terms of the interaction potential. This 
result will next be used to develop a microscopic description of the nucleon-
nucleus scattering. 
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2.2 Eikonal Approximation 
To begin with the simplest type of scattering problem, we shall assume 
that the incident particles are deflected by a static force field which is local-
ized in range. The field may be represented by a potential V(r). We shall 
take the energy of the incident particle to be 
E = h^k^/2m, (3) 
where the symbol k will be used to represent the propagation vector of the 
incident wave. Our problem is to solve the Schrodinger equation 
9m {V' + k') ^{T) = ^ V{f) ^ ( 0 , (4) 
subject to the boundary condition that at large distances from the region 
occupied by the potential the wave function has the asymptotic form 
V ' ( r ) ~ e " ^ ' ^ + / ( ^ ) : — , (5) 
i.e., the sum of the incident plane wave and an outgoing spherical wave with 
scattering amplitude f{9). We choose the incident wave to have unit density 
so that the incident flux is the incident velocity v. The flux scattered through 
solid angle dO. is just 
\f{d)\'^^vr'dn (6) 
so that the corresponding differential element, da, of the cross section is given 
by 
Flux through dVt , ..^MO ,^ 
Incident flux ' ^ '^ ^ ' 
The problem, as we have stated it thus far, falls into two parts. It is 
necessary to find functions which satisfy a partial differential equation and 
among these to choose the one satisfying an asymptotic boundary condition. 
Now for many purposes it is useful to have a more unified formulation of 
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the problem, one which mcorporates both the Schrodinger equation and its 
boundary condition. Such a statement may be obtained by means of an 
integral equation. As the first step in formulating an integral equation we 
define the Green function, G{f,r'), as a solution of the inhomogeneous wave 
equation 
( V + k^)G{f,r') = ^S{f-r') (8) 
ft 
The similarity of this equation to the Poisson equation permits one to see 
that the solution has the singularity l/lr*— r'\. The general solution may 
easily be seen to be 
~47rh^ \f-r'\ 
where a + P = 1. We shall define G{f,r') to be the amplitude which corre-
sponds to the steady radiation from a coherent source at r'. We, therefore, 
choose Q =1 , so that our Green function is 
Now, it is easy to see that the expression for Tp{r) given by 
iP{r) = e'''-^ + J G{f, r')V{r')^{r')dr' (11) 
satisfies the Schrodinger equation identically. To see if the asymptotic be-
haviour is correct we expand for large \r\ = r, noting that 
| f - P | - ^ r - — (12) 
r 
as the ratio \r'\/r approaches zero. The latter ratio is indeed small when r is 
large since the region of the r' integration extends only over the region where 
V is different from zero. Now let us define a propagation vector pointing in 
the direction f, 
kr = \k\- = k- (13) 
r r 
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From the integral equation 
V;(r) = e^ '^ '" - ^ / ^ K ( r ' ) 0(r') rfr'. (14) 
Airh J \ f — r' \ 
we obtain as r —> oo 
rp(r) —^ ^^•'' - - ^ —- / e-'^- '' VW') ^ir') dr'. (15) 
A-nh r J 
2m e'^"-
4 7 r ^ 
We see that this has the required asymptotic form. Furthermore, we have 
obtained an exact expression for the scattering ampUtude. 
To make the notation expUcit, it will be convenient to write '0/:(r) for 
the wave function which develops from an incident plane wave e^^'^. We 
may also replace the symbol f{6) for the scattering amplitude by the more 
general notation f{k, k') which designates the amplitude for scattering from 
the direction A; to a direction k', where of course we have \k'\ = | ^ j . The 
scattering amplitude is then given by 
Mfc') = - £ ^ j e'''^''V{r) i^^ir) dr. (16) 
From this it is clear that we only need to know the wave function in the region 
where ^(f ) ^ 0 in order to have an accurate evaluation of the scattering. 
We thus see that our scattering problem involves the solution of the 
Schrodinger equation in the non-zero potential region. However, in general, 
the Schrodinger equation can not be solved exactly by analytical method, 
therefore some approximation method is called for obtaining the scattering 
amplitude. 
In the following we give a brief account of an approximation method for 
solving the high energy scattering problem as developed by Glauber[14]. The 
method, as we shall see, provides one to estimate correctly the intensity of a 
predominant part of the scattering. 
We initiate the discussion of the approximation method with the integral 
ociuation(14) for the scattering of a spinloss particle from a static potential 
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V{r). Now if the energy E of the incident particle is very large as compared 
to the magnitude of the interacting potential V{r): ^ < < 1 and that the 
value of E is such that the associated wavelength is much smaller than the 
range of the potential a : fca > > 1 then we are justified in assuming that the 
backward scattering would be very small. Under such conditions we expect 
the wave function •ip{f) to be of the form 
Hr-) = e''''g{f}, (17) 
which is the product of the incident plane wave and a function g{f) which 
varies slowly over a particle wavelength. Substituting equation(17) in equa-
tion(14), we obtain the following 
'^'^ = '-^^' J ~"K^r77-^(^') (^^ ') ^''- (IS) 
Defining a new position variable r" by 
r>' = f - r\ (19) 
the above equation may be written as 
2m r e^'^''"- '^''''^ 
^^^^^~^^^ I UM ^^^~ """^  ^( ' '" "•'') '^'^'- (^ °) 
Now if we assume that the function V[f) and g{f) both vary slowly in a 
particle wavelength, the regions in which the exponential oscillates rapidly 
may be expected to reduce the contribution of the integral on the right 
hand side considerably. If we consider points r which lie within the volume 
occupied by the potential, the maximum contributions to the integi-al will 
come for values of r" lying close in direction to fc, since for these values the 
exponential is nearly constant. 
To be more explicit, let us cissume that the functions V{r) and g{r) vary 
appreciably only within a distance d. Pending a detailed discussion on d, wc 
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for the time being assume it to be much larger than X/2iv{= l/k). Integrating 
the right hand side of equation(20) over the angular variables by parts we 
have 
5(r) = l + ^  J dr"\ .^  V{r-r") g{f-r") +0 ( ^ j , (21) 
J M = - I 
where 
/Li = cos{k.r") 
The terms neglected by the asymptotic approximation are, as indicated, of 
relative order 1/kd. The limit /i = — 1 corresponds to the points r" antipar-
allel to k. Since in this case the exponential varies rapidly the contributions 
of the fi = —1 term is of order 1/kd and is therefore negligibly small. As a 
first step, therefore, we are neglecting the backward scattering. We are thus 
left simply with the term corresponding to r" parallel to k, 
9{^ = 1 - ^ j ^ V{r- r") g{r- r") j ^ , , , , dr", (22) 
where v is the velocity of incident particle. 
The appearance of the above equation is somewhat simpler in cartesian 
coordinates. We choose the positive z-axis to lie in the direction of propaga-
tion vector fc, thus obtaining 
i f°° 
g{x, y, 2) = 1 - — J V{x, y,z- z")g{x, y,z- z")dz" 
The solution of equation(23) is seen to be 
g{x,y,z) = e-^^ / : ^^ ( -w ' ) '^^\ (24) 
so that the approximate wave function is 
t/;(,x,y,2) = e '^=-'-^ J-^''^^'y-^ -^ ^^  (25) 
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Recalling the scattering state boundary condition that at larger distances 
the wave function should consist of the incident plane wave and an outgoing 
spherical wave. We see that the wave function (25) is missing a good many 
of the things, e.g., a spherical outgoing wave. But it should be remembered 
that the arguments leading to equation(25) are intended to hold only within 
the volume occupied by the potential. The expression (25) therefore need not 
represent the wave function for larger distances. Fortunately, as is evident 
from equation(16), it is only necessary to know the wave function within the 
range of the potential in order to calculate the scattering amplitude. 
Before evaluating the scattering amplitude, it will be convenient to define 
certain coordinate vectors. Let k be the unit vector, |fc| = 1, pointing in 
the direction of the incident propagation k which, as before, will be taken to 
lie along the positive z-axis. Then any position vector f may be resolved as 
f^b + kz, (26) 
where b is the impact vector lying in a plane perpendicular to k (Fig.A). 
Fig. A 
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With this notation, the wave function ip[r) assumes the form 
^(,-3 = e '^--^/: .^(^>^^') ^^\ (27) 
Next, substituting the above wave function into the expression(16) for the 
scattering amplitude, we obtain 
/(^,k>) = _ ^ / e - ^ " ' - V{r)e''''^^ -^oo (^^ "+^^ ') '^' dz d \ (28) 
Ann J 
where (fb denotes the integration over the plane of the impact vectors. The 
above expression may be rewritten in the following form: 
/(fc,fc') = - ^ /e^(^^-^"')-(^>^^).y(6 + kz) 
Anh J 
x e - ^ I-o.""^'^'''^'^' dz <fb. (29) 
Now, energy conservataion requires. \k'\ = \k\ so that for small scattering 
angles the vector {k — k') is nearly perpendicular to the beam direction k. 
Hence 
In fact, the error of approximating the exponential exp[i(fc — k').kz] by unity 
is only of order {l'C0s9)kd ~ ^^kd where 6 is the scattering angle and d is 
the distance within which V and g vary appreciably. Further, the quantity 
^^kd should be much smaller than unity i.e. 
e^kd « 1. 
With this simplification, the z integration is simply that of an exact differ-
ential and leads to 
ZTll J 
dH . (31) 
This is the basic result for the elastic scattering amplitude of a spinless 
particle from a static potential V(7^. 
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For potentials with azimuthal symmetry we may further integrate the 
angular part in equation(31), the result is 
f(q) = ik / Joiqb) 1 - e^ ^^ *) b db. (32) 
where q = (k — k') is the momentum transfer vector, JQ is the zeroth order 
Bessel function and 
-> 1 f ° ° -> 
^(b) = -— V{b + kz')dz' (33) 
nv J-oo 
is called the phase shift function. 
It will be convenient to abbreviate these formulae by defining what is 
generally termed as the profile function 
T(b) = 1 - e'^ (^ )^ (34) 
Then the scattering amplitude for the momentum transfer hq is just the 
two-dimensional Fourier transform of r(6): 
f{q)-'^je'^h{b)d% (35) 
The inverse Fourier transform of equation(35) is 
m^,^Je-^^''f{q')dh' (36) 
where d^q' is a two-dimensional element of integration in a plane perpendic-
ular to k. 
In the absence of any fundamental theory of particle interaction, the phase 
shift function x{^) ^^^^^ the profile function can not in general be predicted: 
They are, in effect, no more than alternative way of writing the scattering 
amplitude. They can, however, be very useful in treating scattering by many 
particle system. 
In obtaining equation(32), it has been assumed that the projectile follows 
the straight line trajectory along the incident momentum k. This introduces 
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a kind of asymmetry between the incident momentum k and the final mo-
mentum k'. A better description may be obtained by assuming that, in 
the interaction region, the projectile moves in the direction of the average 
momentum ka defined by 
fCa \{k + k'). (37) 
Naturally, for high energy small angle scattering (q/k << 1) |A;| » |A;'|. 
Next the momentum operator p in the wave equation expanded about ka 





Substituting the above approximation for p^ in the wave equation, taking 
the z axis along kg, and proceeding as before, one oi^tains the same expression 
for f{q) as given by equation (32) with the understanding that now the phase 
shift function x(^) as given by equation(33) is to l)e evaluated by integrating 
along ka- In this approach one need not invoke tlie approximation defined 
by equation(30). 
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So far we have not said much about the approximations that have been 
used in deriving the expression(32) for the scattering amphtude. We shall 
now take a close look at the accuracy and the limitations of the above ap-
proach. 
In the above derivation we have used the fact that if V and g are slowly 
varying function of f and vary appreciably only over a distance d, we may 
consistently neglect terms of order 1/kd. This raise the natural question as 
to what is the distance d. 
To investigate this let us assume as before that the potential varies appre-
ciably over a distance a. According to equation(24), p(f^ varies appreciably 
over the distance fiv/V. Evidently, the distance d is, in order of magnitude, 
the smaller of these, i.e., for 




d ~ a 
Va/hv > 1 
d ~ hv/V 
In either of these cases we evidently require both the conditions 
ka » 1 and V/E « 1 (39) 
Next in order to find the angular range of the approximation we use the 
limitation 
e^kd « I 
Therefore, for 
Va/hv < 1 
we see that the approximation is consistent for only angles smaller than the 
angle of order of magnitude 1/ \fkd\ 
hence 
6<0 (\[l/kd) for [Va/hv < 1) (40) 
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On the other hand, for 
Valhv > 1 
we have 
e<0 UVIE\ , {Va/hv > 1) (41) 
Both of these according to our assumptions, (39) are indeed small angles. 
However, it is important to note that nearly all of the scattered intensity is 
concentrated, in both cases, at angles which are much smaller still, i.e., for 
Va/hv < 1, 
it is clear from the Born approximation that an average angle of scattering 
is 
(9) - l/ka , {Va/hv < 1), (42) 
while for 
Va/hv > 1, the W.K.B. method shows 
(9) - V/E , {Va/hv > 1). (43) 
In both extremes the typical scattering angles are well within the angular 
range of the approximation. These inequalities have a most important con-
sequence. They allow the approximation to furnish satisfactory estimates of 
total cross section inspite of its limited angular range. 
Before proceeding further it is instructive to establish correspondence 
between the approximate expression for f {(f) as obtained above and the usual 
partial wave expansion for the scattering amplitude 
m = ^ E ( 2 / + 1)[1 - e'^'^mcosO). (44) 
Using the large / and small angle approximation for Pi{cos9), 
Pi{cose) ^ Jo [2 {I + 1/2) sin{e/2)] (45) 
and the correspondence {Si is the phase shift) 
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kbi—^{l +1/2) (46) 
X{b) = X ( ^ ^ ) <-^ 25, (47) 
the sum in equation(44) may be replaced by integration over the impact 
parameter b giving the result 
roo 
f{q) = ik dbb Jo(2 kb sin{e/2))[l - e'''^^ q = 2ksin{e/2) (48) 
Jo 
which is the same as equation(32). 
It is useful to check the self consistency of the approximation developed 
above. Using the optical theorem (flux conservation) 
47r 
at = j-ImfiO), (49) 
where at is the total cross section. This and equation(32) give 
at = 2 j[\ - Re{exp{ix{b)))]<fb (50) 
Next, the total elastic cross section aei is: 
aei = j\f{k,k')\^dQ^,. (51) 
Using the relations 
(fk' dQg = - ^ (52) 
I ^^Ck-k')•{b-b')^2J., ^ ^2Trf 5\b - b') (53) 
we have 
aei = I \e'>^^'^ - l\'d\ (54) 
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Hence for real x (iio absorption) 
aa = 2 / ( I - Re{e'''^''^))(fh. (55) 
which agrees with equation(50). 
In the presence of absorption the total cross section at includes the ab-
sorption cross section aa{— <yt — c^ei) as well. It is easy to see that the latter 
is given by 
a, = j[l-\(^^^')\^]d%. (56) 
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2.3 Spin dependent potential 
The high energy approximation developed above can be easily general-
ized to the case of spin dependent interactions. For this we write the spin 
dependent interaction in the form 
V{r} = V,{r) + K(r) a.L, (57) 
where Vc and V^ are the central and the spin dependent parts of the poten-
tial respectively, o is the Pauli spin operator and L is the orbital angular 
momentum in units of h: 
L=\{rx'p). (58) 
The basic wave equation now assumes the form: 
2m -
(V^ + e)i^ = ^ ( K + V,a.L)V^ (59) 
As in the spin-independent case we assume 
^fc(0 = e^^^'gii^Ui (60) 
where Uj is the two component spinor representing the initial spin state and 
gif) is a 2 X 2 matrix. 
Proceeding as before one obtains the following expression for g{r): 
g{T) = exp{-^ I^JV, + Vs a.{b x k)]}dz' (61) 
This leads to the following equation for the scattering amplitude: 




Xc{b) = -:^J ^K{b + kz)dz (63) 
Xs{b) = -:^J_^V,{b + kz)dz (64) 
with k as the unit vector along k. 
Next, we write 
a.{b xk) = kb a.v! (65) 
where n' is the unit vector: 
n = ——— (66) 
\bxk\ ^ 
and use the result 
to obtain 
f(k, k') ='—j e'^' { Fcib) + i a.n' T,{h)\d\ [%%) ik }{k,k')  
where 
Y,{b) = 1 - e'^'^cosikb xs) (69) 
r,(6) = -e'>^=szn(A:6 Xs) (70) 
The integral involving Fc can be evaluated as before. To evaluate the 
integral with the spin term we proceed as follows: 
Since 
^ -/ (fe X ^)-b . „ , . 
a.n = - ^ ^ , (71) 
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hence the integral corresponding to the u term within the square bracket in 
equation(68) may be written as 
where the following relation has been used 
^ g i f b ^ l v iq.6 (73) 
Next, writing equation(72) as 
/ = ^ ( fc X a).V,je'^^' i r,(6) d% (74) 






-ika.n / db b Ji{qb) Tsib), (76) 
Jo 
where 
k X k' k X q , ^ 
n^— -^—^—-. (77) 
\k X k'\ \k X q\ 
Thus the full scattering amplitude may be written as 
f{q) = nq)+d.hnq), (78) 
where 
/•oo 
r{q) = ik j^ db b Mqb) r,(6) (79) 
roo 
nq) = -ik / dbbj,{qb) r,(6). (80) 
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Having obtained the scattering amplitude, the elastic scattering differential 
cross section ^ , polarization P and the spin-rotation parameter Q may be 
calculated from the following expressions: 
^ = irp + irp (81) 
^"1/1^ + 1/1^  (83) 
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2.4 Glauber model for nucleon-nucleus 
scattering 
In the previous section we have considered the problem of potential scat-
tering and obtained the basic result for the scattering amplitude. We now 
generalize the potential approach for a system of particles. Although, the 
present discussion is specialised to intermediate and high energy nucleon-
nucleus scattering, yet the method is quite general and can be profitably 
apphed to other appropriate situation. For example, the method has been 
applied to study the scattering of an electron from an atom and has been 
found to be quite successful. 
Let us begin the discussion by considering collision of the incident nucleon 
with a nucleus in terms of encounters with the constituents in the target and 
ignoring the spin and i-spin degrees of freedom of nucleons. The incident 
nucleon on entering the nucleus may collide with a single target nucleon, 
or with many in succession. The problem is complicated by the fact that 
the range of interaction of the incident particle with a nucleon may not be 
smaller than the distances which separates nucleons in the nucleus. It will 
often happen, therefore, that the incident particle interacts strongly with 
several nucleons at once. The general treatment of such problems by means 
of multiple scattering theory is well known to be rather complicated. It is at 
this point that the use of diffraction theory leads to great simplification. 
In the elementary diffraction theory, the phase shift brought about by a 
nucleon is the same as if tlie interaction region surrounding it were a medium 
with an appropriately chosen complex refractive index: the interaction region 
absorbs, perhaps appreciably, and refracts slightly as well. We may imag-
ine then that, as in optics, when a wave passes through two or more such 
regions, the changes which take place in its amplitude are multiplicative. If 
that is true, than we need not know the detailed structure of the individual 
interaction; the total complex phase shift of the incident wave is simply the 
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sum of those produced by the individual nucleons. 
To be more specific, let us assume that a set of A nucleons occupy fixed 
positions SI,S2,....SA relative of the axis of collision. (The vectors SI,S2,----SA 
are projections of the position vectors of nucleons on a plane perpendicular 
to k : Fig. C). 





We write the phase shift of the wave after it has passed through the entire 
system as XN{b', Si SA) since it depends on the positions of the nucleons, as 
well as on b. Our basic assumption is that the total interaction Vyv(n, ^2) 
between the projectile and the target nucleus is the sum of the individual 
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interactions betweeen the projectile and the target nucleons i.e. 
M n , r,,) = j:V{f^ (84) 
i= l 
This leads to, 
QiXN(b;si SA) _ gtXi{f-s'l)+ +iXA{b-SA) ^gr^\ 
where Xj is the phase shift function for the j * ' ' target nucleon. 
If we define the profile function 
rN{b;s, SA) = 1 - e^ ^^ ('^ ^^ ~' '''\ (86) 
for the entire set of nucleons, then we see that composition law for the profile 
function is 
A 
rAr(6;5i SA) = 1 - n [l - r j ( ^ - ^j)] (87) 
j = i 
where Tj is the profile function for the j " * target nucleon. By expanding the 
product in equation(87), we obtain the sum 
A ^ A _^ 
^N(b; si SA) = Yl r j ( ^ - Sj) - Y. ^^(6 - Sj)r„,(5'- s,,,) 
j = l j<m 
A 
+ J2 l'i{b-Si)rj{b-Sj)rk{b-Sk) + A terms. (88) 
i<j<k 
This expansion plays quite a basic role in the multiple diff'raction theory; the 
first term corresponds to the coherent scattering from A distinct nucleons, 
the second term describes the successive scattering from two nucleons, and 
so on and so forth. 
The target nucleons are, of course, not fixed but moving in the initial 
state of the nucleus and they are more or less free to recoil. The dynamical 
behaviour of the nucleons may be taken into account if we assume that the 
energies transferred in the elastic collision processes are negligibly small, 
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and that the initial nucleon velocities do not alter the basic interactions. 
With these assumptions, it is not difficult to show[47] that the amplitude for 
collision in which the nucleus goes from an initial state \i) to a final state 
)/), is simply given by the matrix element of the function T;>j{b; Si SA) : 
Ffiiq) =^ '^ j e'^\f\TM{h-Jr SAm^b. (89) 
The function Tf^{h\ si SA) must be invariant under coordinate translations. 
Hence, if the states \i) and | / ) take proper account of the cm. motion of 
the nucleons, we will find that F/i(g) contain a factor of three dimensional 
delta function which expresses the conservation of total momentum. The 
scattering amplitude which we measure is the factor which multiplies this 
delta function. It is easy to show[47] that this scattering amphtude, let 
us call it Ffi{q), takes the same form the expression Ffi{q) would take for 
scattering by a nuclear system whose cm. is constrained to remain fixed at 
the origin. 
If 0j and (/)/ are the internal wave functions of the nuclear system for 
the initial and final states respectively, then we may write the scattering 
amplitude Ffi{q) in the form 
Ffi{^='^ j e'^'<l>){{r,})T^{b-s, 5^)0i({r-;})5(i ^ f , ) n^^n^'fe 
(90) 
in which the delta function expresses explicitly the constraint upon the nu-
clear cm., and it ensures that the final nucleus is in a state of well defined 
momentum. Because of this condition the wave functions cj) have to be cal-
culated with respect to the cm. of the nucleus. If we express the function 
Fiv by means of the composite law (87), we then have 
xmrjmjEr,)lldf„4'b (91) 
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For practical purposes it is convenient to express Fji{q) in terms of the basic 
NN amplitude fNNio)- This can simply be achieved through equation(36). 
The result is 
x*i({>S})<S(7E*V)n'''V.<''''- (92) 
An important point worth noting in equation(92) is that the determination of 
the scattering amplitude has two-fold interest: the nuclear physics contained 
in the wave function </> and the elementary particle physics contained in the 
elementary NN amplitude, //VN- Thus to the extent that the parameters of 
the nuclear and particle physics are independently determined, the theory is 
seen to be parameter free. 
If we expand the product in the integrand in equation(92) and examine 
the successive terms which result, what we find is a species of multiple scat-
tering expansion. It is worth noting, for example, that the same nucleon 
index never occurs twice in any of the multiple scattering terms and that in 
a nucleus with A nucleons, one never has more than A-fold scattering. These 
simplifications are present because the scattering is implicitly assumed to 
take place mainly in the forward direction. 
Two remarks about the above expression are in order. First, equation(92) 
describes only the nuclear scattering. When the projectile is charged as is 
the case for protons, consideration of Coulomb scattering becomes important. 
This will be discussed later. Second, equation(92) assumes that neutrons and 
protons which consititute the target nucleus are identical. Generalization to 
the case where their treatment as non-identical constituent particles becomes 
important (such as when neutron and proton density distributions are inves-
tigated from proton scattering experiments) is straight forward. 
Let us now study a rather simplified model of a nucleus. For elastic 
scattering, we require only the density distribution of the ground state: 
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pin, ,r^) = (p*Gif\,....,rA)(pG{r{, ,rA). (93) 
We now make the assumption that the nucleons in the nucleus are completely 
uncorrelated, so that the density function factors into the product of A terms 
p(n, ,fX) = p{f[) X X p{fX). (94) 
Inserting this into equation(92) we see that all the TJ integrations would 
factorize if it were not for the cm. delta function. By use of an ingenious 
transformation due to Gartenhaus and Schwartz[48], it is possible to remove 
this delta function, but the result is only simple if we are dealing with har-
monic oscillator wave functions. We therefore take all the A nucleons to be 
Is bound states in a harmonic well of range l / a . Then 
p{r) = (aynf^^e-""'-'. (95) 
The Gartenhaus-Schwartz prescription is now to neglect the delta func-
tion constraint and multiply the remainder by exp{q'^/4:Aa'^). This recipe is 
also valid if the nucleons are in ^P or higher waves. With these assumptions 
the proton-nucleus elastic scattering amplitude(92) becomes 
F{q) = ^e^^/^^"7e^^V6 | l - H [l - ^ J d'q'e-'''e-''"/'-'-f^r^iq^) 
(96) 
To move further, let us forget the difference between protons and neu-
trons. Due to this, the parameters of the NN amplitude may be taken as the 
average of those for neutrons and protons, and when the parametrization(l) 




Since there is no explicit j dependence in the product of equation(97), 
this simply becoms a quantity to the power A. This can be expanded in a 
power series in A and the Fourier transform done analytically: 
,gV4Aa2 ( - ly+1 cr(l — ip)a^ 
27r(l + 2a2/32) 
xexp 
(1 + 2a^P^)q (98) 
The above expression, first derived by Czyz and Lesniak[49], has all the 
general properties associated with more complicated models of the nucleus. 
Obviously this expression misses few things such as (i) the spin-dependence 
of the NN amplitude, (ii) the difference between protons and neutrons, 
(iii) the nuclear correlations, and (iv) the Coulomb effects when dealing 
with a charged projectile. Moreover, the prescription of Gartenhaus and 
Schwartz[49] for taking into account the effect due to cm. correlation may 
not be adequate in situations where the target nuclei are not described by 
the harmonic oscillator wave functions. The above considerations would, 
however, be taken into account, and are discussed in the next chapter. 
chapter 3 
NN amplitude and the 
Coulomb modified 
eorrelation expansion for 
the Glauber amplitude 
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3.1 NN amplitude 
It is known that the 1-2 GeV/c medium energies are of particular interest 
for investigating the elastic NN scattering experiments. The main features 
of the high energy scattering are reflected at these energies. This primarily 
concerns the elastic differential cross section which exhibits a pronounced dif-
fraction peak at small angles and a slow fall-off at large angles [50] at incident 
energy as low as 2 GeV/c. The usual theoretical calculation at these energies 
is, in fact, a complicated phase-shift analysis[51] involving a large number of 
terms of the partial wave series expansion of the scattering amplitude. Be-
cause of this large number of terms the phase-shift analysis is not rigorous[52] 
and, at the same time, the applicability of the eikonal concepts[53] is sug-
gested. It is shown in Ref.[54], however, that the corrections to the eikonal 
amplitude are substantial even at small scattering angles. The method of ob-
taining corrections employed in Refs. [54,55] is based on a modification of the 
Sugar-Blankenbecler eikonal expansion[40] for the T- matrix. Unfortunately, 
this method gives awkward expressions which contain in an explicit form the 
interaction potentials. Because of a great amount of calculations it seems 
impossible not only to make realistic calculations of the differential cross sec-
tion, but even to evaluate the contribution provided to the amplitude by the 
higher corrections. When considering the nucleon scattering by a complex 
target, the results of the phase-shift analysis can be used[56] only at small 
scattering angles. On the other hand, the potential dependent corrections to 
the eikonal amplitudes are also difficult to take into account in case of the 
scattering by a complex target. 
Keeping in view the complexity of the corrections involved in Refs.[54,55], 
Golovanova and Iskra[39] developed a method in which they have further 
modified the form of the Sugar-Blankenbccler eikonal expansion, diflFerent 
from there used in Refs.[54,55], and obtained an exact and simple expression 
of the elastic two-particle scattering T-matrix for all angles which appears as 
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a converging power series of the eikonal profile function r(6) provided that 
|r(6)| < 1. The method proceeds as follows: Just as in Ref.[57], the authors 
in Ref.[39] have proceeded from the Sugar-Blankenbecler eikonal expansion 
T = f + TGoAGoT, (99) 
where T is the eikonal scattering matrix and Go and Go are the free and 
eikonal Green functions, respectively, and 
A = Go' - Go' (100) 
is called the defect function. 
Iterating equation(99) yields an infinite series 
T = T + TGo^GoT + TGOAGOTGQAGQT + (101) 
The first term in equation(lOl) is the eikonal on-shell matrix related to the 
profile function r(b) as 
{k'\f\k) = - - ^ - [d'b m expitq.b). (102) 
The profile function r{b) is expressed through the eikonal phase shift function 
Xib) 
r{b) ^ I - exp[ix{b)]. (103) 
The other terms in equation(lOl) contain the eikonal off-shell T matrices 
which have been obtained in an explicit form in Ref.[58]. In the eikonal 
two-body Green function 
Go = [kn{kn ~ k,)/rn + irj]'' , (104) 
the z-axis is taken in the direction of the momentum fc„ = {l/2){k + k') where 
k and k' are the initial and final momenta of the projectile. The free Green 
function takes the usual form 
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Go = - ( l / 2 m ) p 2 - 9 ' ) + ivV, (105) 
where q = k' — k\s the momentum transfer. 
Let us now use the operator identity 
(x t iv)~^ = P{^/^) + i7r(5(x), (106) 
where P(l/x) corresponds to the integration in the sense of the principal 
value, and then represent the eikonal Green function equation(104) as a sum 
of two terms: 
{k'\Go\k) = {k'\G^\k) + {k'\G"o^^\k) (107) 
The first term in equation(107) corresponds to the-<^ shaped term in equa-
tion(106). In the momentum representation it can be written as 
{k'\G^\k) = - ( ™ ) 5^^\k' - k)S{k, - A;,). (108) 
Considering the approximation with all functions GQ in the series of equation 
(101) replaced by GQ"^ determined by equation(108). The second term in this 
series is 
AiT°" = TGoAG^f 
,{k'\f\k,) (fcilGolfcs) (A 2^|A|fc3) / 
X (A;3|G "^|A:4) {k4T\k)ond'k, d'k,. (109) 
Substitute into equation(109) the expressions(105), and (108), and also the 
defect function (100) in the momentum representation 
{k'\m = 6^'\k' - k) (tihllSlM ^f + f + f], (uo) 
\ m 2m 2m 2m J 
For the off-shell T-matrices one may use the explicit form a,s obtained in 
Refs.[58,59]. Upon integration one obtains the following expression for AiT"" : 
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(A;'|AiT°"|/c) = —-g / d^ fc / (fb'exp{-ik'.b)exp{ik.b')r{b)r{b') 
X ld%^exp\ik,Ub-y)]^f,^_ 5 _ ^? (111) 
(27r)6 m 
Introducing 5^'^\b' — b) and integrating cfb' we get 
(fc'|A:T-|fc) = - j ^ - \ f d'b expiiq.b) r'{b). (112) 
For any term of A„r°" we may obtain the following relation[60]: 
(fc'|A„r-|fc) = -J^'-^Yn jd'h expiiqi) r^^\b). (113) 
Hence, in the (5—approximation the total T°"-matrix is written[57] as. 
1 JA- °° 1 /• -
^ = -(2^m S ¥h'' '^ ''(''•*) "^"C")- ("^ ) 
Now consider another approximation for the two-body T-matrix. Using the 
operator identity 
GoAGo = -^~Jri = Go-Go, (115) 
we present the series (101) as 
T = f + t(Go - Go)f + f{Go ~ Go)f{Go - Go)f + (116) 
= Ti + Ts 
where, 
T,=f- TGof + TGofGof (117) 
Using the explicit form of the eikonal off-shell T-matricesfSS] and the rela-
tion(104) for the eikonal Green function GQ WO can obtain an exact expression 
for any term of equation(117). Tlie appropriate integrations will yield 
Tp) = {k'\-fGof\k) 
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1 ik jcfb exp{iq.b) [r(6) + [1 - r(6)]/n[l - r{b)]\ (118) (27r)3 m 
In Ref.[60] it was demonstrated that formula(114) works well when describing 
the experimental data at \r{b)\ < 1. Hence, we expand the logarithm on the 
right hand side of equation(118) to obtain 
1 ik p n + l 




,fr; n(n + 1) 
2" 
A„r 
T {GoAG^)f f{GoAG^)f 
which is then used to obtain the expansion for GQ: 
oo lyn 




0 • where the n*'' term on the right-hand side contains n Green functions G 
We then return to the starting eikonal expansion(lOl) for the exact T-matrix, 
using for Go the relation(121). Considering 
/ °° 2" - . _ . \ 
AiT = r GoA - ^ ( G o A G ^ T T(GoAG^") T. (122) 
\ 71=1 ' ^ l ' ^ + ^/ / 
Because of Go being present after the intermediate momentum integration, 
the multiplication by the complex GoA, according to equations(105) and 
(110), over the entire range of scattering angles is equivalent to the sign 
reversal on the right hand side of equation(122). As a result 
- \ ik r ^ °° 
{k'\A,T\k) = - j , ^ , - / d'b exp{iq.b) Y. 
^n+\ 
,t^i " ( " + ! ) ' 
(123) 
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In complete analogy with this result, one can calculate the matrix element 
of other terms in equation(lOl) and eventually obtain the exact expression 
for the T-matrix: 
oo oo 
r + E E r - ^ - — — 7 n %(".>i) (124) 
t = l ni. . . .ni = l j = l / 
Now, if we take the single Gaussian parametrization of the NN profile 
function, 
r(6) = HlllMe-^V^.^, (125) 
with o, p, and 0^ same as defined in equation(l), then it is found[38] that the 
evaluation of the integrand in equation(124) leads to the following expression 
for the (spin-independent)NN scattering ampitude 
1J1 P'q 
2(n + l) (126) 
where An are numerical coefficients. 
However the most general form of the nucleon-nucleon interaction subject 
to invariance under space-rotation, reflection, and time-reversal, consists of 
the five amplitudes[61]: 
fNN{q) = A{q) -f B{q){a,.n){a-2.n) + zC((7)(gV4m')'^'(^"'i + "^^ 2).^  + 
+E{q){ar.q){a2.q) + F{q){a,:k){a2.k) (127) 
where (fi and oa are the spin operators of the incident and target nucleons 
respectively. The quantities A, B, C, E and F are the invariant amplitudes. 
A complete determination of these amplitudes is not possible from the 
available experimental data at intermediate energies. However, if we linnt 
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ourself to spin zero(target) nuclei, the double spin-flip terms do not enter 
the analysis provided the spin-spin correlation is neglected. Hence in the 
analysis of the scattering of nucleon from spin zero (target) nucleus, one may 
represent the nucleon-nucleon amplitude in the simplified form [62]: 
fNN{q) = r^Nio) + i{QV^rn'y/'r^^{q) a.h, (128) 
where f^;^{q) and f^^iq), correspond to A(q) and C(q), respectively, are 
the central-, and the spin-dependent parts of the NN amplitude, a is the 
spin operator of the incident nucleon, and n is the unit vector (defined in 
equation(77)) normal to the scattering plane determined by {k x k') with k 
and k' as the initial and final momenta of the incident nucleon. 
As described above, Golovanova and Iskra[39] obtained an (spin-independent) 
expression for the elastic two-particle scattering T-matrix in a wide range of 
angles, and using this expression they gave a Gaussian parametrization of the 
NN amphtude. In order to include the spin-dependence in the NN amplitude, 
we presumed that the one-term Gaussian parametrization[42] could suffice 
for this part. However, it turns out that there is no set of parameters that can 
reproduce the NN scattering observables (total cross section, ratio of the real 
to the imaginary parts of /AfAf(O), differential cross section, and polarization) 
simultaneously. Therefore, we have parametrized tlie spin-dependent part of 
the NN amplitude in the same form as the spin-independent part[39]. With 
this consideration, the NN amplitude is parametrized as follows: 
h'r^i^l = ~t^'^M.,^^, ^ \ " ( 1 - V - ' ) 
n + l 
71 = 0 
+ i{q'/Am') 2x1/2 a 




47T/32 n+l -exp 
2(n+ 1) + 
_2(n + l) a.h}, (129) 




+ n{n + 1) (n - l)n + 
A, 




with Ai = 1. 
The ampUtude(129) has six adjustable parameters a, p , /3^ , Dg, ps 
and /?j, the values of which are chosen under the conditions that (i) the 
optical theorem be valid, (ii) the ratio Re/;vA^(0)/Im/7VN(0) be equal to the 
experimental value, and (iii) the experimental elastic differential cross sec-
tion, and polarization data be correctly reproduced. It follows in Chapter 4 
that the amplitude(129) is able to reproduce the above mentioned NN ob-
servables simultanously. Finally, a phase variation proportional to g^  can be 
introduced in the NN amplitude(129) by multiplying it by e'^'^^^^'^. Here it 
may be noted that for n=0 the above form of JNN reduces to the usually 
parametrized (one-term) NN amplitude[61,62]. 
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3.2 Coulomb modified correlation 
expansion for the Glauber amplitude 
According to the Glauber scattering theory, the scattering ampUtude de-
scribing the elastic scattering of a proton with momentum k from a target 
nucleus in the ground state, incorporating Coulomb effects, takes the form[25] 
Fooiq) = fcouiiq) + ^ |rf2^e^(,-.6>xp.W)[i _ ^ (^xcW+x.W)]^  (I3I) 
where fcmdio) is the Coulomb amplitude for a point charge, 
fcouiiq) = -2r?A; exp{i(j)c)/q^, (132) 
Xpt{b) is the Coulomb phase shift function due to a point charge, 
Xpt{b) = 2ri\n{kb), (133) 
and Xc(b) denotes the correction to the Coulomb phase shift due to extended 
charge distribution in the target. 
Xc{b) = STTT? / dz z^pch{z) I In l + (l-bV^^)^/^ {b/z) -{l-b'lz'y'^Y 
(134) 
The quantity r] is the Sommerfeld parameter, rj = —Ze^/hv [v is the pro-
jectile velocity and Z is the atomic number of the target nucleus), Pch is the 
nuclear charge density and 
-277[ln((7/2fc)-f 5] + 2 53 
r = 0 
tan 
r+ 1 r + 1. 
(135) 
with 6 as the Eular's constant. 
The Glauber theory gives the following expression for the nuclear phase 
shifts function XN{b)-
1 - exp\iXN{b)] = ('I'o|r(6;siS2....5"'.4)|*o), (136) 
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where ^o stands for the ground state of the nucleus, s} is the projection 
of ttie / ' ' target nucleon coordinate onto a plane perpendicular to k and 
r{b;si,S2,.---SA) is the proton-nucleus profile function, which is related to 
the proton-nucleon profile function Fpyy by 
r{b;suS2....SA) = {l-S{b)), (137) 
with 
5(6) = n [ i - rpN(6^-5- ; ) ] (138) 
The proton-nucleon profile function is related to the proton-nucleon ampli-
tude through equation(36). Further it is assumed that the wave function of 
the target which depends only upon the intrinsic coordinates is normalized 
as: 
/ \Mrur2, r^W 5 (j'^''^\ "^ ' '^) dr, dr^ = 1. (139) 
To obtain the correlation expansion for the elastic scattering amplitude, 
we follow the approach of Ahmad and Auger[45], according to which the 
product in equation(138) may be written in terms of an effective profile 
function 7j in the following manner 
5(^) = n ( l - ( r o - 7 , ) ) , (140) 
7j = ro- rpA. (6- ,? j ) , (141) 
where 
ro = (^oir,N(^-5,)|^o), (142) 
With this, cquation(131) provides the following expression for the elastic 
scattering amplitude 
A 





Fo(q) = ~ I e^ (9--^ "+Xp.W)fi _ (1 _ ro)^e^^^('^^]A (144) 
ZTT 7 
EE--E7i7 . - . . .7fc |^o)d 'b (145) 
i < j <fc 
The summation in equation (143) starts from / = 2 since / = 1 term does not 
contribute to the elastic scattering. Here it would be appropriate to mention 
that the expression (145) is true only when the NN amplitude is purely 
spin-independent. Once we consider the spin-flip part of the NN amplitude, 
the same expression is no longer valid since the operators involved in the 
right hand side of equation (141) generally do not commute. Fortunately 
at energies under consideration the spin-depedence in the NN amplitude is 
fairly weak hence we would neglect it throughout the expansion(143), except 
in FQ which is the leading term in the scattering amplitude. Under this 
approximation the expression(145) for Fi{q) is justified. This also follows 
from the work of Ray[63] which shows that the effect of spin in the treatment 
of second order potential is fairly small. 
The first term FQ in equation(143), which is similar to the independent 
particle model (IPM) result, represents a passive propagation of the pro-
jectile in the field of A nucleons, while the terms F;(> 2), which may be 
treated gis the correction terms to the IPM calculation, describe a passive 
propagation of the projectile in the field of (A-Z) nucleons. In other words 
the successive terms in expansion(143) depend upon the one-body density, 
two-body correlation function and so on. More explicitly evaluation of F2 
and F3 gives the following expressions: 




xr(6-si) r{b-s2)r{b-s:,)lldfu (u?) 
i= l 
where C2 and C3 are the two-body and the three-body correlation functions 
respect vely. 
C2(f{,fi) = p^^\n,r-'2) - p(r1)p(r-^ 2) (148) 
C3(rl, r l , rj) = p^^\f{,r2, r"3)-[p(n)C2(rl, r5)+p(r^)C2(ri, n)+p(r5)C2(rl, r^)] 
-p(rl)p(r-^2)p(r"'3), (149) 
where p(f), p '^^ ^(r'i)^2) and p^''^(ri,r2,f3) are, respectively the one-, two- and 
three-body nuclear (intrinsic) densities. 
In terms of the ground state densities (form factors) the expressions (146) 
and (147) may be written as 
^^(^) =^  ml^k^^^^ " S'^ "^ ' ^ 7 ^ " ' ^ ' ^ ( l-ro)-^-^[-G3 + 3Gog2-2Gg], 
(151) 
where 
G3 = Id%£q2d% e-^(''^ +''''^ +''"^)ViVN(gi)//v/v(g2)//vA'(g3)F('^ H9l,<f2,9^), 
(152) 
6*2 = j d\,d\2e-'^'''''^'^'^'fNN{qx)fNN{q2)F^''\q-u<h). (153) 
and 
Go = jd\e-'^'f!,N{q)F{q). (154) 
Also 
Go = (27rzfc) To (155) 
The quantities F{q),F'''^\qi,q2) and F "^'n<fii'72> ^l) ii^  the above expressions 
are the one-, two-, and three-body form-factors respectively: 
F{q)^ j p{r)e'^'df, (156) 
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As mentioned before, in this work, we restrict ourselves by considering up to 
the two-body density term F2{q} in Foo{q), which is found to be the leading 
correction term to the IPM result. Evaluation of the first term FQ which 
depends upon the intrinsic ground state density of target nucleus is trivial. 
For evaluating F2(q) we must know the intrinsic two-body (density) form-
factor of the target nucleus. In the following, this is obtained following the 
approach of Feshbach et al.[64]. These authors have introduced the model 
quantities expressed in terms of the model wave function 4>M{''\I •••T'A)'-
the model one-body and two-body densities may be written as follows: 
P M ( 0 = ^ E(<^M|<^(^"'- ri)\M (159) 
PA?(rI,r5) = j^t^ _i) IZ(<^M|5(n - fl)S{fi - fl)\(j)M) - pM{r\)pM{f2). 
(160) 
Their Fourier transforms are 
^A/(g) = ^E('^H|e'^^-'-"l<^A;) = (</>Arie^ ^^ '-'|0Ar), (161) 
= {ci)M\e"'^'-'''e"f'-'^ct>M) ~ FM{ql)F„{q-r,). (162) 
We now need to establish the relation between these model quantities and 
the intrinsic ones. For this purpose considering first 
FMiq) = {cPMW'''e''f-^\M, (163) 
where r[{= n — R) is the intrinsic coordinate and R is the cm. coordinate. 
For an exact solution the ground state wave function of the target nucleus is 
<pM = (l^{r\ rl,)xr.n{n). (164) 
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Then 
FM{q} = F{q)F^m (165) 
where 
Fcm{q) = {^cm\e''^-^\<Pcm) (166) 
Relationship (165) is approximately correct for an approximate wave function 
4>M to the extent that the motion of the intrinsic coordinates and the cm. 
are not correlated as implied by equation(164). To that approximation (165) 
is vahd with 
F{q) c. {<PM\e''-^'''-^^\M (167) 
and 
FcnM - {^M\e''-^\M (168) 
The correction to this result is given by the correlation function obtained by 
taking the difference between the exact equation(163) and the approximate 
equation(165), employing equations(167) and (168). 
Equation(165) is exact also if 4)M is expressed in terms of harmonic oscil-
lator wave functions, with the proviso that the cm. wave function (pcm is in 
one given harmonic oscillator state. In this case Fcmio) has the form: 
Fc^nio) = exp{-q^lAAa^) (169) 
where a^ is the oscillator constant. Unfortunately the harmonic oscillator 
model is not always adequate, still it seems reasonable to assume that the 
expression(169) provides a good approximation to the more realistic situa-
tion. In the same way the expression for the two-body form factor may be 
given as: 
FfhquCh) = FU^fy + q2)F^^\q'uq2), (170) 
where FJ^j is the model two-body form factor obtained from equation(157) 
by replacing the intrinsic density by the model one. 
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Next, to account for the two-body correlations in nuclei we assume that 
the model two-body density may be written as 
pL?(n,r-2) = PA/(rl)pM(r^2)[l - 5c(|n - ^2!)] (171) 
where Pc(kl — f'^ l) is the phenomenological correlation function. Following 
Chaumeaux et al.[30], we further assume that QC simulates both Pauli and 
the dynamical two-body correlations and is of sufficiently short range so that 
PM{^ varies little over its range. 
Now using equations(165), (170), and (171) and keeping in mind the 
assumed short-range nature of QC, the intrinsic two-body form factor may be 
written as 
.-(.,..) ^  .»(. . « ( £ 1 1 ^ - -. (S^) .„(. . r.)) 
(172) 
where gdo) and DM{Q) are the Fourier transforms of ^c(r) ^^^ p\i{^ respec-
tively. 
The phenomenological pc(0 should satisfy the following requirements: It 
must be of sufficiently short range, become unity for r=0 to account for the 
hard core in the NN interaction and its volume integral must be zero. This 
last requirement is to preserve the normalisation of pj('rl,f^) so that its 
integral with respect to any one of its coordinates equals the (model) one-
body density. Clearly the generally used single Gaussian correlation function 
g,ir) = exp{-ryb^) (173) 
with b as the correlation range docs not satisfy the last requirement. One may 
still use the above correlation function provided one multiplies the right hand 
side of equation (171) by a normalization constant A^o which is determined 
from the condition that[65,66] 
I pf!{n,r-^z)dr-[dr2 = l. (174) 
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Needless to say, this approach still suffers from the weakness that the one-
coordinate integration of p^^ (n . r l ) does not give the model one-body den-
sity. However, if the correlation volume is sufficiently small, the error involved 
is also expected to be small. In any case, when the correlation function is 
given by equation(173) the normahzation condition(174) is preferable than 
using the totally unnormalized two-body density. 
Another correlation function which possesses all the desired characteris-
tics including the one of its volume integral being zero may be written as 
gc{r) = 3 ^  (a^e2:p(-aV) - b^exp{-b\^)) a>b (175) 
[a 0 ) 
This has the drawback that it contains two parameters(a and b)about which 
we know httle. 
In order to have some idea of the effect of using a different parametrization 
for the correlation function, Ahmad[67] made calculations using the expres-
sion(175) for 5c(r) ^Iso- However, in this caise the choice of parameters a and 
6 presented some problem. He tentatively fixed b{< a) such that the spread of 
gd^) is essentially the same as that of the nuclear matter correlation function 
calculated by Moniz and Nixon[68]. Calculations using diff'erent reasonable 
values for the parameter a showed that the effects of this parameterization 
of 5c(0 ^re essentially the same as obtained with the parametrization of 
^c(J^ ill equation(173). In other words, his calculation showed that the effect 
produced by the parametrization (175) can be fairly well described by the 
parametrization (173) by a suitable choice of the correlation range parameter. 
As mentioned earlier, we would consider spin dependence in the NN am-
phtude in the first term Fo{q) of the elastic scattering amplitude Foo(^, which 
is the leading term in the scattering amplitude. It is clear from equation(144) 
that the spin dependence in Fo{q) enters througli FQ 
To - ^ / d'qe-^'^{h^{cf)F{q), (176) 
ZTTIK J 
Substituting the cxpression(128) for fj^if^j into equation(144), through equa-
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tion(176), we get 
Ff 
'-TJ'' '^be'^-^e'^"'^''^ X 
1 - 1 27vik 
(177) 
After performing the angular integration inside the curly brackets, the above 
equation may be written as: 
ik 
'^-'il" •^be'^-^e'^^'^^^ 
1 - 1 
"Jkl •^o(9'^ )/^ ^(9"^^(9'^ 9C^5 + -^-^ 'X / MQb)fMN(Q)nQ}Qdq]^ JXcib) 
Where n' unit vector is defined in the same way as in equation(66). 
Define 
Tcib) = ^ / Mqb) F{q) r^^iq) q dq 
and 
rs(fc) = - l l Mqb) F{q) f^^iq) q dq, 
we get 
ik 





If we consider the pp and pn amplitudes separately, then 
ik 
^^-TJ (pbe'^-''e^>^ri{b) ^ 
N . 
1 - {l - (r?(6) + a.nT?(6))} {l - (r^(6) + a.nT:{b))} e'^^^'^ 
(182) 
where the quantities V and f" correspond, respectively, to target protons 
and neutrons in the target nucleus. N is the number of neutrons in the target 
nucleus. 
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Now the curly bracket terms in the right hand side of equation(182) can 
be expanded as follows: 
{i - mib) + a.n'T^ib))}' = ^[(i-r?+n)^+(i-r?-n)^] 
_ i[(i _ r? + r^ )^  - (1 - r? - r^,f]a.n' (i83) 
{i - (r-(b) + a.n'r:ib))f = i[(i-r^+C)^+(i-C-C)^] 
- [^(1 - C + r:f - (1 - r;^  - r:f]a.n'. (m) 
Therefore the product { } ^ x { } ^ gives 





= Tc + Tsa.n' (185) 
Then the equation(182) takes the form: 
Fo = ^ f (fbe''^-^ e^ >^'^ ^^ )[l - {T, + T^a.n')e^'^^'A (186) 
ZTT J 
or 
Fo = ^ / rf^^e'"""/' e'^>'('')[(l - r^e^'^^'')) - T,e^'=('')a.n'] (187) 
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Finally, after performing the angular integration the above equation takes 
the following form: 
FQ = ikf Joiqb) b d6e^ '^"(^)(l -Tce^^(^)) -zfca.n j J^{qb) b db T,e>^ <=(*\ (188) 
Expression (143) has been further modified to account for the deviation 
in the eikonal trajectory because of Coulomb field. 
Fig. D 
Projectile trajectory without and with Coulomb field. 
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Following Faldt and Pilkuhn[69], this deviation can be incorporated by re-
placing the impact parameter bin G2(equation(153)) and Go(equation (154)) 
by the effective impact parameter 6', which is the distance of closest approach 
in Rutherford's orbit and is given by 
kb' = v + {v'' + k%Y\ (189) 
Finally it is to be pointed out that the distinction between protons and 
neutrons may be incorporated in Fo{q} only, as it is expected to be the 
leading term in the scattering amplitude. The term F2{q), however involves 
the average values of the NN parameters. 
chapter 4 
Results and Diseussion 
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4.1 Proton-nucleus elastic scattering 
at - 1 GeV: 
4.1.1 Effect of the higher momentum transfer 
components of the NN amplitude 
Following the approach outlined in Chapter 2, we have performed calcula-
tions in two parts. In the first part we have used our parametrized NN ampli-
tude(129) to reproduce simultaneously the total cross section (<T), ratio of the 
real to the imaginary parts of the forward amphtude p(= Refp^N{0)/ImfNN{0)), 
differential cross section, and polarization of proton-proton (pp) and proton-
neutron (pn) elastic scattering at ~ 1 GeV. The results of the calculations 
are presented and compared with the one-term NN amplitude[61,62] in Figs.l 
and 2. It is found that the amplitude(129) provides a remarkable improve-
ment over the results obtained with the one-term amplitude. The former 
provides a very satisfactory explanation of both the differential cross section 
and the polarization data up to the available range of momentum transfer. 
The values of the parameters for the central part in the one-term amplitude 
for pp and pn elastic scattering are taken form Refs. [27,70]. As regards the 
spin dependent part in the one-term amphtude, it is assumed[27,62] that 
fpp — fpn ; the parameter values are the same as used in Ref.[62]. The values 
of the parameters in amplitude(129), which are obtained by fitting the pp 
and pn data, as mentioned above, are listed in Table l(Set A). These pa-
rameter values reproduce exactly the experimental values of a and p for pp 
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Fig.1. Calculations of p-p elastic scattering at ~ 1 GeV: 
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Fig.2. Same as in Fig.1., but for p-n scattering 
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Table 1 
Parameter values for pp and pn amplitudes at ~ 1 GeV with n=32 in equation(129) 








a(fm') PVm') p YNN{GeV/c)-' 
3.561 0.262 -0.183 
3.139 0.321 -0.303 
3.549 0.261 -0.183 0.120 
3.132 0.318 -0.305 2.000 























Having obtained the values of the parameters in amphtude(129), we then 
consider the second part of our calculations, in which we analyze the elastic 
diflferential cross section and polarization of ~ 1 GeV protons on ^He, ^^C, 
^^O, ^^Ca, ^^Ni, ^°Zr, and '^^^Pb. The additional inputs needed in the theory 
are the nuclear form factors and the oscillator constants. For computational 
simplicity, we parametrize the required nuclear form factors as a sum of 
Gaussians: 
F{q) = Z^je-'''\ (190) 
where aj and bj are parameters, whose values are given in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Proton density(pp) parameters used in the calculations 
aj bj{fm?) 
3.050 0.161 
"ife -2.505 0.141 
(r2) 1/2=1.67 fm 0.455 0.476 



































































These values are determined by fittting the proton form factors as ob-
tained from the charge densities after correcting for the finite size of the 
proton. For this, the charge form factor of Frosch et al.[71] for ^He, and the 
charge densities of Sick and McCarthy[72] for ^^C and ^^O and Chaumeaux 
et al.[30] for "^^Ca, and the charge densities reported in Ref.[73] for ^°Zr and 
^°^P6 have been used. We also assume that the proton and neutron densities 
are the same. The values of the oscillator constant are taken from Bassel and 
Wilkin[18] for ^He and ^^C, and from that of Auger and Lombard[74] for ^^O, 
^°Ca, ^^Ni, ^^Zr, and ^°^Pb. The results of the calculation are displayed in 
Figs.3-9. Figs.3 (a)-9(a) show the results for differential cross sections for ~ 
1 GeV protons on ^He, ^^C, ^'^O, ^°Ca, ^^Ni, ^^Zr, and ^°^Pb. The black 
curve is the predictions of the one-term NN amplitude and the red curve is 
calculated with the present NN amphtude(129). Figs. 3(b)-9(b) show the 
corresponding polarization results at ~ 1 GeV. It is found that, in general, 
the amplitude(129) provides a remarkable improvement over the one-term 
amphtude[61,62] calculations in the case of polarization, while the results for 
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4.1.2 Effect of t he phase Vciriation in the 
N N ampl i tude 
The effects of phase variation in the NN ampUtude(129), carried out by 
multiplying it with the phase factor e~^'^'^ /^, are presented in Figs. 10-16. 
The red curves correspond to no phase variation, while the blue curves cor-
respond to 7 = l.O{GeV/c)~'^[i4\. It is found that the phase variation with 
7 = l.O{GeV/c)~'^ provides insignificant improvement over the results with 
a constant phase. Here, it may be noted that though we have also obtained 
the results with other values of 7 [37,41-43], but we have not reported them 
because the comparison of the results with different 7 values shows no im-
provement in the theoretical situation. 
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Fig. 10. Calculations of p-^ He elastic scattering at ~ 1 GeV 
with ttie present amplitude(129) (Set A; Table 1). 
Blue curve: global phase variation. 
Red curve: no phase variation, 
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208. Fig. 16. Same as in Fig. 10., but for Pb 
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In connection with the phase variation, it may be further recalled that 
the present calculation and some earlier calculations take into account the 
phase variation in the NN amphtude by multiplying it with the phase fac-
tor e"''"'^  /^. Obviously, it amounts to taking same phase variation in the 
central(/^;^)- and spin-dependent(/^;v) parts of the NN amplitude. In order 
to see if the situation could be improved, we made another calculation in 
which we assumed different phase variations in / ^ ^ and /^yv- Since such a 
phase variation is not a global one, we reanalyzed the NN scattering data 
by treating the phase variation parameters for / ^ ^ and /^yvi calling them 
7^;^ and YNN^ respectively, as two additional parameters. The values of the 
parameters, which provide an equivalently good fit to the pp and pn data, 
are listed in Table l(Set B). Here, it may be noted that the values of -y^ and 
7p,j are so chosen that their average value YNN i^  still around 1.0 (GeV/c)"'^ 
as reported by Ahmad and Alvi[44]. To see the effects of different phase 
variations in / ^ ^ and /^yv '^^ present the calculations for the elastic differ-
ential cross section and polarization of ~ 1 GeV protons on ^//e, ^^C, ^^O, 
'^^Ca, ^ ^Ni, ^°Zr, and ^°^P6. The results of such calculations with parameter 
values given in Table l(Set B), are presented in Figs. 17-23(blue curves). For 
comparison, these figures also contain the results with the global phase vari-
ation(shown by red curves), which are the same as reported in Figs. 10-16 by 
blue curves. We find that the differential cross section do not show significant 
improvement by using different values of the phase variation parameters -yfj;^ 
and 7^;v However, the polarization is found to be quite sensitive to such 
phase variations. We now find that the agi-eement with the polarization data 
improves further over the whole range of the momentum transfer. 
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Fig. 17. Calculations of p-^ He elastic scattering at ~ 1 GeV with 
the amplitude (129). Red curve: Set A; Table 1, with 
Y'HN = Y'NN • '^ •® (GeV/c) ^ Blue curve: Set B; Table 1. 
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208, Fig. 23. Same as in Fig. 17., but for Pb. 
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In conclusion, we find that our analysis of the differential cross section and 
polarization data of ~ 1 GeV protons on a wide range of target nuclei shows 
that the use of a better choice of the NN amplitude improves the agreement 
with the experimental data. As regards the effects of phase variation in the 
NN ampUtude(129), we find that a global phase variation provides insignif-
icant improvement over the results with a constant phase. However, if we 
take different phase variations in the central-, and spin-dependent parts of 
the NN amplitude, then, our calculations show that the situation in the case 
of polarization, however, improves further while the results for differential 
cross section remain almost unaltered. 
4.2 Proton-nucleus elastic scattering 
at - 1 GeV and 0.8 GeV: 
4.2.1 An a t tempt for a bet ter 
understanding of the NN amplitude 
This section presents an extention of our study discussed in section 4.1, 
in which it was observed that, at intermediate energies, some proton-nucleus 
elastic scattering observables depend sensitively on the assumed large q-
behaviour of the free NN scattering amplitude. More specifically, we have 
shown[75] that different parametrizations of the NN amplitude, which pro-
vide an equivalently good description of the available elastic NN scattering 
data, do not give equally good description of the proton-nucleus elastic scat-
tering data. Ignoring the medium effects, which is small in the energy region 
of our interest, an implication of this observation is that of all the equally 
acceptable parametrizations of the free NN amplitude, the one that gives the 
best results for p-'^He scattering observables, might be most suitable for the 
analysis of the proton scattering data on other target nuclei. Thus there is 
a need of the proton scattering data that includes a wide range of target 
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nuclei, and possibly more (equivalent) choices of the parametrizations of the 
NN amplitude. 
Keeping this in mind we now present the analysis of the elastic scattering 
observables for - 1 GeV and 0.8 GeV protons on ^He, ^^C, ^^O, ^ °Ca, ^^Ni, 
^^Zr, and "^^^Pb, invoking different parametrizations of the NN amplitude, 
which provide an equivalently good account of the elastic NN scattering 
observables. In this work these parametrizations assume the same form as 
in section 4.1 but their q-dependence is treated in different manner: 
2^2 
-f3'q 
2 ( n + l ) 
g-J7cq^/2_^ 
9U/2 (_^__Y i^sjl - ips)] n + 1 
+ ^ fa7W)- • „ / - exp 
2^2 
-PiQ 




I3'^=PI+ ipf , and Pl-^Plr+ '^Pli- The amplitude(191) has ten parameters a 
, p, /?^, A i^ 7c) ^s) Ps, /^ sD /^si' 3.nd 7s, but we involve them in such a way 
that they lead to three different q-dependences in the NN amplitude. In the 
first case(Set Al(Bl)), we treat P^ and /3^ as real, and assume constant 
phase( YNN— 1NN= 0) ^^ both the central(/^yv) and spin-dependent(/^yv) 
parts of the NN ampHtude. The second case(Set A2(B2)) also considers /?^ 
and Pg as real, but assumes different phase variations(7^^ ^ YNN) ^^ INN 
and /^'/v'- Here it may be mentioned that though this situation corresponds 
to Set B in Table 1, but here we do not impose any condition on 7^^^ to set its 
average value arround 1.0(GeV/c)~^[44]. The third possibility(Set A3(B3)) 
assumes /3^ and P] cis complex, and the constant phase in /^y^ ^^^^ INN- ^^ 
all the three cases, the values of the corresponding parameters are chosen 
under the conditions that at a given incident energy (i) the optical theorem 
be valid, (ii) the ratio Re fN!\r{0)/lm /Af/v(0) be equal to the experimental 
value, and (iii) the cxijcriuicntal NN elastic differential cross section and po-
larization data be correctly reproduced. The results of the calculations for 
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three different choices of the NN amphtude are presented in Figs.24 and 25 
for ~ 1 GeV and in Figs.26 and 27 for 0.8 GeV. It is found that all the three 
parametrizations of the NN amplitude provide an equivalently good descrip-
tion of both the elastic differential cross section and polarization data up 
to the available range of momentum transfer. The corresponding parameter 
values of these parametrizations at ~ 1.0 GeV and 0.8 GeV respectively are 
listed in Tables 3 and 4. 
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Fig. 24. Calculations of p-p elastic scattering at ~ 1 GeV 
for NN parametrizations A1, A2 and A3(Table 3): 
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Fig. 26. Calculations of p-p elastic scattering at 0.8 GeV for 
NN parametrizations B1, B2 and B3 (Table 4): 
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Fig. 27. Same as in Fig. 26., but for p-n. 
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Table 3 
Parameter values for pp and pn amplitudes at ~ 1 GeV with n=32 in eciuation(129) 





























































































''Sot Al is same as S(4 A in Table 1 
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Table 4 
Parameter values for pp and pn amplitudes at 0.8 GeV with n=5 in cquation(129) 




























































































Tlie results of the calculations for the elastic scattering of ~ 1 GcV and 
0.8 GeV prcMons from V/c , '^C, ^H) , ^"C«, '""Ni, ''^^Zr, and ~'^Tb, are pre-
sented in Figs.28-34 and 35-41. Figs.28-34 show the elastic differcnitial cross 
sections and polarizations with red, green, and blue curv(>s corrc^sponding, 
respectiveh', to parametrizations Al , A2 and A3 at- ~ 1 GeV and Figs.35-41 
show the (dastic (Uifcr(mtial cross s(X'tions and jjolarizations with red, grcx'u 
and hlu<^ curves corrc^sponding, r(^spectiv(dy, to parametrizations Bl, 132 and 
B3 at 0.8 G(>V. 
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Fig. 28. Calculations for p-^ IHe elastic scattering at ~ 1 GeV 
Using the parametrizations A1, A2 and A3 (Table 3): 
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58, Fig. 32. Same as in Fig. 28., but for Ni. 
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90. Fig. 33. Same as in Fig. 28., but for Zr 
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208. Fig. 34. Same as in Fig. 28., but for Pb 
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Fig. 35. Calculations for p-''He elastic scattering at 0.8 GeV 
using the parametrizations B1, B2 and B3 (Table 4): 
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It is found that the paramctrizations A l ( B l ) and A2(B2) support the 
data up to the available range of nionientuni transfer; A2(B2) seems to be 
the better choiee as compared to A l (B l ) . These results further make a clear 
distinction among the paramctrizations A l ( B l ) , A2(B2) and A3(B3), and 
suggest that the parametrization A2(B2) seems to be the best possible choice 
of the NN amplitude out of the suggested paramctrizations. However, it is 
important to note that the paramctrizations A l ( B l ) , A2(B2) and A3(B3) 
tliough provide equivalently good description of the elastic NN scattering 
obser\'ables, but A3(B3) fails seriously to account for the proton-nucleus 
scattering data throughout the range of momentum transfer. 
This suggests that tiie better choice of the NN amplitude may not always 
ens\u'e the lietter prescription of the proton-nucleus scattering data. More-
over, our results with amplitudes Al (B l ) and A2(B2) indicate that one can 
not rule out the possibility of getting some other(equivalent) form of the NN 
amplitude that can j)rovide satisfactory explanation of both NN and proton-
nucleus scattering data simultaneously. Keeping this in view, it may be said 
that the parametrization A2(B2) may not be taken as final, as we may have 
some other equi\'alent paramctrizations, which may provide even good de-
scription of the elastic proton-nucleus scattering data. Thus, we hnd that 
the proton-nucleus elastic scattering at -^ I GeV and 0.8 GeV could provide 
a test to assess the; better- understanding of the? NN amplitude. Moreover, 
it may b(> notcni that, of th(> assumed paranu^trizations of the NN amplitude, 
the one that, gives the best results for p-^lh^ elastic scattering, also suits for 
other targ(M, nucki. 
As mentioned earlier, the distinction bet,w(>en protons and neutrons has 
been incorporated in (Fo) only, as it is expect,ed to be the heading term in the 
scattering aniplitud(^(3G). This distinction is taken intcj account through dif-
ferent parameter values for pp and pn ami)lit,ud(^s (Tabk^ 3 for ^ 1 GeV and 
Ta,bl(> 1 for 0.8 G(A''). However, one thing is missing in th(\se considerations; 
if w(> tr(vi,t, ])r()t()ns and neutrons on diiierenit, footings, then tlunr (kmsily dis-
tributions, wliich, in this work, may b(> obt,a.in(Hl by unfolding t,h(^  nuck^ar 
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form factor(190) after correcting for finite nucleon size, might not necessarily 
be tlic same, especially in the nuclear interior region. Thus, it would be in-
teresting to see whether the similar proton and neutron density distributions 
still favour the proton-nucleus scattering results or something more could be 
inferred about the matter density distributions. In this connection, we have 
made an at tempt in which the parameters of the neutron density distribution, 
keeping the parameters of the proton density distribution same as given in 
Table 2, are varied up to tiie extent of getting an overall good account of ttie 
proton-nucleus scattering data. It may also be noted that these calculations 
involve the present(best) choice of the NN ampitude A2(B2). Moreover, such 
calculations are performed only for ^'C, ^''O , ^^Ca, ^'^Ni, '^'•^Zr, and '^'•^"^Pb; 
^He being very light assumes the same density distributions for protons and 
neutrons. The results for eUistic differential cross section and polarization 
are presented in Figs.42-47 at - 1 GeV and in Figs.48-53 at 0.8 GcV. The 
red curves correspond to the same density distributions for both neutrons 
and protons, wfiile the black curves are obtained with the parameters of the 
neutron density distribution as listed in Table 5. It is found that the different 
density distributions for protons and neutrons in the interior region of the 
nuclear matter (Figs. 54 and 55) push the theory closer to the experiment, 
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Fig. 42. Calculations for p- C elastic scattering a t " 1 GeV with 
NN amplitude A2 (Table 3). The red curves correspond 
to similar density distributions for protons and neutrons 
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Fig. 48. Calculations for p-"c elastic scattering at 0.8 GoV with NN amplltude B2 
(Table 4). The red curves correspond to similar density distributions for 
protons and neutrons(Table 2), while the black curves correspond to 
different density distributions for protons and neutrons in the nuclear 
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208. Fig. 53. Same as in Fig.48., but for Pb 
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Fig. 54. Neutron density distributions for ^^C, ^^O, 
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Table 5: Parameters of the extracted neutron density(p„] 
i^C 
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Coining to the case of ^^C, it may be noted that the elastic scattering of 
'^ 1 GeV protons on ^^C has also been studied earlier[23,25,76], in which the 
authors discuss separately the effects due to the a-clustering, deformation, 
and the long range correlations in terms of the coupling of the elastic to the 
(collective) inelastic channels. These studies show that the inclusion of such 
effects are able to provide a good account of the proton-^^C elastic scattering 
data at ~ 1 GeV. Further, comparison shows that the results[23,25,76] are 
as good as ours. Unfortunately, the authors[23,25,76] have not considered 
the analysis of the polarization data, one may not generalize the conclusions 
related to the above effects to the elastic scattering observables. The present 
work includes both the elastic differential cross section and polarization data 
of p-^'^C scattering at '^ 1 GeV[77]. We find that, in addition to the better 
choice of the NN amplitude, the different density distributions for protons 
and neutrons in the nuclear interior region enable one to achieve a good 
agreement in a sinmltaneous description of both elastic differential cross sec-
tion and polarization data; it appears that the possibility of different density 
distributions for protons and neutrons in ^^C may not be ruled out. How-
ever, before drawing any definite conclusions regarding the matter density 
distributions in ^^C, it is advisable to take into account the above mentioned 
effects[23,25,76] in a collective manner. 
Regarding tlie "^^ O, ''^'^Ca, and ^^A ;^ it sliould be recalled that the dynam-
ically luicorrelated shell model wave fimction for ^''0[18] i)rovi(ies a reason-
ably good description of the data, covering the scK'ond diffraction maximum, 
while for '^'^Ca and ^'^Ni the first order phase function xoo(^^)[25] reproduces 
the data well up to the available momentum transfer region. These calcu-
lations assume sinhlar density distributions for i)rotons and neutrons. Later 
studies[30,36,03,78,79] involve different density distributions for protons and 
neutrons for the elastic scattering of 0.8 GeV and 1.04 GeV protons on ^''O, 
'^'^Ca, and ^'^N'l. The results of these analyses (>mi)ha.size explicitly the need 
for diiferent density distributions for protons and neutrons in the interior re-
gion of the nucleus. Our results[77] also support t li(^ s(> findings, tnit, like '"C, 
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our analysis suggests that, within the framework of Glauber model, the in-
formation abcHit the matter (i(^nsity distributions Ijo coupled with the proper 
choice of the NN amplitude. 
In conclusion, we find that our analysis of the elastic scattering of ~ 1 
GeV and 0.8 GeV protons on "He, ^^C, ^'^O and "°Ca, ^^Nt, ^^^Zr, and ^o^pfo 
shows that the j^roton-nucleus collisions at intermediate energies could make 
a distinction among the different parametrizations of the (basic) NN ampli-
tude, which provide an equivalently good account of the elastic NN scattering 
observables up to the availal)le momentum transfer region. Further, it has 
been shown that the different density distributions for protons and neutrons 
for 12c, ^HJ, ""Ca, ^'^Ni, ^'^^Zr, and '•^ °'^ P6 may nnprove the theoretical situ-
ation. However, the case of ^^C deserves further investigations as the effects 
due to the a-clustering, deformation and long range correlations may modify 




In this work wc have analysed the elastic scattering of ~ 1 GeY and 
0.8 GcV protons on - ' / /e, ^-C, ^^'O, '^°Ca, ''""Ni, '^^Zr, and ^o^Pi) within the 
framework of the Coulomb modihed correlation expansion for the Glauber 
amplitude with two body correlations as a. leading correction to the first 
term which considers all orders of scattering but no correlations. Our main 
motivation is to see how far the consideration of higher momentum trans-
fer components of the basic (input) NN amplitude, which were not given 
its due consideration in the existing Glauber model analyses, influence the 
proton-nucleus elastic scattering observables at energies under consideration. 
Another point of our interest is the phenomenological discussion of the phase 
variation in the NN amplitude, which has becni included in the present c'al-
culations following the approach of Franco and Yin[41]. Moreover, attempt 
has also been made to have some better understanding of the NN amplitude. 
Finally, our analysis also sheds some light on the behaviour of the neutron 
density distributions in the nuclear interior region. 
In the first part of our calculations, we parametrize the spin-dependent 
NN amplitude(SNN), which can successfully describe the NN scattering ob-
servables at ^ 1 GeV and 0.8 GeV up to the available momentum trans-
fer region; The choic(> of SNN is based on tlu; (spin-indei)endent) Sugar-
Blankenbeclcr[4{)] (Mkonal expansion for elastic two-particle scattering T- ma-
trix which is valid for a wid(^ range of angles. 
Having obtaiu(Mi tli(^ vahu^s of the paraniet(u-s of SNN, we consid(U' the 
second part of our calculations, in which wv analyse the differential cross 
section and polarization of ~ 1 GeV protons on ' / / e , ^'^C, ^''O, '*°C'a, ''^Ni, 
^^Zr, and '^^^Pb. It, is foimd that our amplitude^ (SNN) providers a remarkable 
improvement ()V(n' the generally used onc^  t,(>rm Gaussian parametrizatjon 
of the NN anilitu(l(> [01,62] in the case of polarization, while the r(>sults 
for diifercmtial cross s(M-tion remain unalt(n-(Hl. This clearly indicatc^s the 
inii)ortance of a proper choic(^ of the NN amplitude', that takes into account its 
high(n' monuMitum transfer componcmrs, in any rc^alistic study of the i)roton-
nuc](Mis scatteriu"; data. 
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As regards the effects of phase variation in the NN aniphtude, we find that 
a global phase variation provides onh' a slight improvement over the results 
with a constant phase. However, if we assume different phase variations^ 
in the central-, and spin-dej^endent parts of the NN amplitude, then, we 
find that the situation in the case of polarization improves further while the 
results for differential cross section show only slight improvement at high 
q-values. This shows that the proton-nucleus elastic scattering observables 
depend sensitively on the assumed large q behaviour of the free NN scattering 
amplitude. Ignoring the medium effects, which are expected to be small in 
the energy region of our interest, an implication of this observation is that 
among the equally acceptable parametrizations of the; free NN amplitude, 
the one that gives the best results for p- ' ' / /e scattering observables, might be 
better suited for the analysis of the proton scattering data on other target 
nuclei. 
Thus we consider it worthwhile to analyse the proton scattering data that 
includes a wide range of target nuclei, and possibly more(equivalent) choices 
of the parametrization of the NN amplitude, so that we could find out which 
is the better choice of the NN amplitude. Keeping this in mind, we, then 
present the second part of our calculations in which we analyse the elastic 
scattering observables for '--' 1 GeV and 0.8 GeV protons on ' / / e , -^^ C, ^*'0, 
"'C«. ^'^Ni, '^'^Zr, and ''^"^Pb, invoking diiierent parauKMrizations of the NN 
amplitude, which provide an equivalently good account of t,he clastic NN 
scatt(;ring obscn'vables. It is found that th(> i)r()t()n-nucl(Mis (^ last ic scattering 
at. ~ 1 GeV and 0.8 GeV could provide a test t,o assess t,he IxM.t.cn' form of the 
NN amplitud(\ Moreover, it is observed t hat of t he assumed i)arametrizations 
M^or(i it, may he noted that the pliasi^ variations in the eiMitrah, and .spin-(l(^|)eiid(Mit 
parts of the NN amplitude^ are treated as paraniet("rs, and tlieir vahies are ol)t.ain(xl liy 
fit,ting th(! NN scattering ohserval)les at tli(^ d<\sir(-d iMiergy. As a, nial,t,(n- of fact,, onr NN 
ainphr,ude(r2y) witliont any pha.si^ variation, and witli dideicnt pliase \'arialions in I he 
ciMitral-, and rh(~ spin-d(>p(Midi'nl parts lieconic two (hlliM'iMit loians ol thi' NN ainplitnd(> 
whieli pr()\dde <>(|nally good d(^scrij)t,ion of NN s<'at t(M'ing ol)serval)les at t he d<'siri'd (Mierg\-. 
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of tiic NN amplitude, the one that gives the best results for p-'^He scattering, 
also suits for otlicr target nuclei. 
Finally, we made an attempt to discuss ciualitatively tlic behaviour of 
neutron density distribution in the nuclear interior region. For this the pa-
rameters of the neutron density distribution, keeping the parameters of the 
proton density distribution same as obtained from the electron scattering 
experinrents, are varied up to the extent of getting an over all good account 
of the proton-nucleus scattering data. It is found that tiie different density 
distributions for protons and neutrons in the interior region of the nuclear 
matter push the theory closer to the experiment, and the results are quite 
satisfactory uj) to the available range of momentum transfer. 
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